
Q & A with Rene Cormier, author of  
 
“The University of Gravel Roads: 
Global Lessons From a Four-Year 
Motorcycle Adventure” 
 
1. Rene, what inspired you to take a four-year motorcycle 
journey across the world? I was on a month-long motorcycle trip 
to Alaska when I met two other riders from South America. I told 
them I was leaving my job as the communication manager for 
Colorado Springs-based RockShox, and they didn’t hesitate to 
suggest riding to South America for a year as suitable ‘next step.’ 
On the way home, I figured that this would be the chance to pull off 
‘The Big Ride’ that many riders talk about but never do. So the ride 
evolved from a year in South America to a few years around the 
world. 
 
2. Did you plan for it to be so long – or to take you to all the 
places you visited? My budget was $25/day. This works out to 
$9125/year. I had about $40,000 as a budget, so I figured three 
years and some money left over for emergencies. Year One from 
Canada to South America; Year Two from Africa to Russia, Year 
Three from Russia to Australia; then home. After 2.5 years on the 
road I was still wandering around South America, having a great 
time but not going very quickly. I returned to Canada to work for a 
year, sleeping on my brother’s couch in the same sleeping bag that 
I had been unrolling for years. I shoveled snow, built houses, sold 
traveling calendars, and did as many odd jobs as I could to help 
finance the rest of the trip. The second two-year leg of the trip 
started in Africa up through Yemen, Oman and UAE to Pakistan, Iran 
and eventually through Mongolia to Eastern Russia. A ferry took me 
to South Korea and it was there that I decided to head for home. I 
didn’t have enough money to make it all the way south to Australia 
or New Zealand so I crated the bike and sent it by sea to Long Beach, 
CA and drove home from there. 
 
3. How many countries and cities did you make it to? How many 
miles did you ride for? 45 countries (and none of those tiny, easy, 



European ones) and 96,000 miles. 
 
4. How did you come to learn all that you needed to know about 
motorcycles? Screwing up, mostly. I also used F650.com, an 
owner’s website that has a wealth of information about how the 
bike works and what to look for when troubleshooting a problem. I 
am still not a terribly good mechanic, but I can fix the common 
ailments on my type of bike. 
 
5. Which places stick out the most to you? Why? At dinner parties, 
people request that I be more specific with that question, otherwise 
it’s just too cumbersome to answer. They can ask where the best 
street food was (Mexico), or the best folk music (Argentina), or the 
best meat (Argentina, South Africa, Namibia), or the best mountain 
passes (Bolivia, Peru, Tajikistan), or favorite wild camping (Namibia, 
Mongolia), cheapest fuel (Iran, Turkmenistan), best coffee (Ethiopia), 
fewest people (Mongolia, Namibia), weirdest drink (spit beer from 
Ecuador) or the highest road for me (Peru at 16,578’). In terms of 
general enjoyment of a country, there is a direct correlation 
between the amount of time I spent in a place and the level of 
enjoyment.  
 
The more I experience culture and people, the more fun I have. If I 
didn’t enjoy a city/country, chances are I didn’t spend much time 
there. 
 
6. Why is traveling by motorcycle so much different than by a 
plane or car? Because of the limited carrying capacity of the 
motorcycle, you are forced to be ruthless in your packing. No items 
make it on the bike without a specific or multiple uses. At first 
glance this doesn’t seem like a positive thing, but it is important to 
learn how few things are needed for living on the road.  
 
In many developing towns the hierarchy of travel starts with walking, 
then bicycles, then scooters or motorcycles, and the pinnacle is the 
car. When I roll into some little town, I don’t arrive as a member of 
the elite car crowd, I am a dusty, sweaty, guy using a method of 
transportation that most in the town have experience with. This 
means motorcyclists are more approachable by locals from whom 
you can garner loads of great info on places to camp, the condition 
of local roads, and local folklore. 
 



Traveling by motorcycle is also often compared to backpackers 
taking local buses/trains. From the safety angle, if you are a petty 
thief looking to prey on backpackers, you go where the backpackers 
hang out – bus and train stations. Motorcyclists are never near there. 
Travelers taking public transit also are limited to the routes where 
public transit goes. Motorcycles allow you to get to whatever funky 
little off the beaten path you feel like getting to. The real advantage 
of this is that the people you are likely to encounter in these small 
place may be as genuinely interested in you as you are with them. 
 
My personal favorite aspect of the motorcycle is being continually 
outside. There is a fuller appreciation of a location when you deal 
with its weather as well. The best part of this is the ability to smell 
(for better and worse) the environments in which I am traveling. 
 
7. How were you able to walk away from your day-to-day life 
for four years? After selling or giving away most of my belongings 
it was easy to make the transition because I didn’t have another 
choice. It wasn’t possible to be home sick, as there was no home to 
miss, no favorite chair to long for, as it was given away. It’s a 
wonderful opportunity to re-invent one’s life, and flush the clutter 
that all of us drag around for years. I threw out boxes of birthday 
cards and holiday cards I had been keeping since a teenager -- 
some from people I didn’t know! I kept one book (Theroux’s 
Walden) and a few boxes of memories. My new life was simplified to 
buying fuel, looking at maps, making food and keeping the 
motorcycle running. No chance to collect clutter, as there was 
nowhere on the motorcycle to put it. 
 
8. Did it get lonely on the road? Not really, as there was always so 
much to do. Time off the motorcycle was spent on motorcycle or 
gear maintenance, reviewing maps, preparing food, catching up on 
reading or making notes in a daily journal. With such limited 
amounts of clothing, laundry was a frequent chore. Internet cafés 
were common enough to allow frequent checking in with friends 
and family back home, and talking to locals or other travelers is one 
of the purposes of the trip, so there was no chance of getting lonely. 
 
9. Were you ever in any dangerous situations while living on the 
road? I hit a deer in Canada and got shot at in Utah. In Ethiopia I 
dodged a camel but hit the donkey. The rest of the time was quite 
normal (although ‘normal’ becomes a flexible word the longer you 



are on the road). It’s important to note that in 96,000 miles nothing 
was stolen from the bike, and there was no threat of personal injury 
to myself. The world is a much nicer place than we are led to 
believe. It is a personal annoyance of mine that casual stories of 
international motorcycle travel (and travel in general) often focuses 
on what went wrong. 
 
10. What bonds you to your motorcycle? I could sell the bike now 
and not be distraught. I would take off some of the body panels 
that were decorated for me in Pakistan, but I am not emotionally 
connected to the bike itself. I am less fascinated with the 
motorcycle itself than with what the motorcycle allows me to do. It’s 
from this position that I try to convince aspiring travelers to not get 
so fixated on the motorcycle itself – or on any gear for that matter. 
It’s the trip that’s important. 
 
11. What are some of the life lessons you learned from the 
road? 
- A simpler life is easier to enjoy than a complicated life. 
- You need less than you think. 
- All the worldly items I needed to be blissful for four years were 
reduced to those that could 
be strapped to a motorcycle. 
- The world is a much nicer place than we are led to believe. 
- Most of the seven billion people on this earth are trying to do the 
same as you, get a bit more 
comfortable in their life by the end of it. 
- It’s a small world until you try to drive around it. 
 
12. Were women drawn to your biker-on-a-journey when they 
would meet you in various cities along your journey? Only one 
cute one from South Africa and I married her. 
 
13. What advice would you give to others who wait to plan a 
long bike trip? This is the most important question of the list, and I 
hope my advice is helpful. It is important to know that there will 
never be the perfect time for you to leave on your trip. It will always 
be appealing to work for another year to save “just a bit more cash” 
or to wait for the next job promotion, or to wait until the kids get 
out of the house, or until you learn to speak Russian, or buy the 
perfect bike. Better to pick a date, tell all of your friends and family, 
and go. Be sure to take more time than money. 



 
14. What does one need to know when choosing a motorbike 
for purchase? I don’t get too fussed about gear. If you pull into a 
small town in the mountains of Peru or in the desert of Iran, nobody 
cares if you have a new bike or an old one. I have become an 
advocate of medium-sized bikes, around 650cc. These bikes are 
strong enough to carry your gear, fast enough to travel on the 
highway, and light enough to lift off of your head if you should find 
it there. Also, smaller bikes cost less and have better fuel economy, 
which means more money for your trip. 
 
15. What kind of repairs or maintenance does a motorbike 
require? The most common ones are fixing flat tires and changing 
the oil. Like all mechanical systems, everything on a motorcycle is 
slowly wearing out. It’s up to the rider to change out worn parts 
before they become big problems, but if you are watching your 
pennies you want to keep the parts as long as possible before 
switching them out. There are two schools of thought to 
maintenance – do all or do nothing. I know travelers who bring 
massive tool kits and lots of spare parts, and I know travelers who 
have no idea how to fix a flat tire, and reply on their social skills to 
get someone to help. I am somewhere in the middle. I came from a 
bicycle background, so I was familiar with chains and fixing flat 
tires, but everything on the motorcycle was bigger, heavier 
and greasier. Every time something needed fixing on the bike, I 
went to the Internet, learned how to fix it, and a little more about 
maintenance. I guess I had a couple dozen flat tires but nothing 
much more dramatic than that. 
 
16. There’s still something romantic about jumping on a bike 
and just taking off for destination unknown, isn’t there? Yes, if 
you stay in your own country. When you cross the border into a 
country that speaks another language, then it’s mostly terror, at 
least at first. Where am I going to get gas? What if I get sick? What if 
I need a toilet and can’t find one? What if a meteorite falls and hits 
me on the ass? What if the motorcycle breaks down? The only cure 
for these neuroses is more time on the road. 
 
17. How challenging was the weather and terrain in the places 
you visited, such as Africa? My routing was determined largely by 
weather - avoid places that are too hot, too cold, and too wet. 
Generally speaking, I traveled from summer in the southern 



hemisphere to summer in the northern hemisphere, and back to 
summer in the south. This is not a foolproof plan, and there were 
many days above 100 degrees F, a few frosty nights, and a handful 
of setting up the tent in the rain – one of my least popular pastimes. 
Africa, in particular, I am very partial to. I spend 6 months there 
every year leading motorcycle tours. Few places I have been to on 
this earth can offer the landscapes, terrain, and scenery topped off 
with animals only Africa can offer. The riding isn’t always easy, but 
it is always rewarding. 
 
18. When you were in the Middle East, did you find the 
difference in culture and language insurmountable? I crossed 
from the small African country of Djibouti to Yemen in a wooden 
dhow, an 18-hour overnight journey. The amount of history this 
chunk of the world has seen in the last 10,000 years was hard to 
fathom, as was the fact that they played with an entirely different 
rulebook than the one I grew up thinking was normal and universal. 
With English being the global business language, it was possible to 
eventually find an English-speaking person if you wanted to, but 
you could also get by with hand signals and a good sense of humor. 
The license plates on the vehicles listed the numbers in both roman 
and Arabic characters. Long days on the motorcycle were useful for 
studying these and learning how to write 0-9 in Arabic. 
 
19. If you had to do it all over again, what would you do 
differently? Having not much money is a wonderful way to force 
you to have authentic experiences, so I would not say “more 
money.” I would start all over again with a bigger set of balls so I 
would be less embarrassed to speak in bad Spanish, or ask that 
farmer to camp behind his barn, or to ask locals for help with a 
mechanical problem. And I would not choose to take my early 
photos on a setting of 400x600 pixels in order to save room on 
memory cards. That was dumb. 
 
20. How did you budget for life on the road? In my initial 
planning I could find motorcycle travellers on the Internet with a 
daily budget of $30, so in my overly optimistic way I figured I could 
do it for $25. This amount needed to include food, gas, 
accommodation, and other daily costs like email and beer. Beer 
sounds trivial, but it is a good source of purified water, and sipping 
one all night at a restaurant gives you a chance to practice the local 
language, and meet locals. On long travel days it was not always 



possible to keep to $25, as I could easily spend twice that amount 
on fuel alone. But it is possible to keep to this budget when 
averaging out over longer timelines. If I had many expensive travel 
days in a row, I would look for someplace interesting (and free) to 
stay for a few days 


